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Abstract: Some 67 years ago (1951) Wolfgang Pauli mooted the three sum rules:∑
n
(−1)2Sngn = 0;
∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m2n = 0;
∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m4n = 0.
These three sum rules are intimately related to both the Lorentz invariance and the
finiteness of the zero-point stress-energy tensor. Further afield, these three constraints
are also intimately related to the existence of finite QFTs ultimately based on Fermi–
Bose cancellations. (Supersymmetry is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence
of these finite QFTs; though softly but explicitly broken supersymmetry or mis-aligned
supersymmetry can be used as a book-keeping device to keep the calculations manage-
able.) In the current article I shall instead take these three Pauli sum rules as given,
assume their exact non-perturbative validity, contrast them with the observed standard
model particle physics spectrum, and use them to extract as much model-independent
information as possible regarding beyond standard model (BSM) physics.
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1 Introduction
In his ETH lectures of 1951, (transcribed and translated into English in 1971), Wolfgang
Pauli mooted the three sum rules [1]∑
n
(−1)2Sngn = 0;
∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m2n = 0;
∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m4n = 0. (1.1)
Here the sum is over all particle species indexed by n, counting boson contributions as
positive and fermion contributions as negative, hence the factor (−1)2S. The degeneracy
factor g includes a spin factor g = 2S+ 1 for massive particles, whereas the spin factor
is g = 2 for massless particles. The degeneracy factor g also includes an additional
factor of 2 when particle and antiparticle are distinct, and an additional factor of 3 due
to colour. (So for example, g = 2 for the photon, g = 4 for the electron, and g = 12
for quarks.) Finally one sums over all particle species indexed by n. It is the physical
relevance of this sum over the entire particle physics spectrum, leading to significant
bose–fermi cancellations, that is Pauli’s key physical insight. (In related discussion in
reference [2] the bose–fermi sign factor (−1)2S has been absorbed into the degeneracy
factor g.) Note that the bose–fermi cancellations coming from the sum over particle
species can be thought of as a physical, unitarity preserving, form of Pauli–Villars
regularization — see discussion in reference [3].
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When viewed with hindsight these three Pauli conditions are necessary and sufficient
for ensuring both the Lorentz invariance and finiteness of the zero-point stress-energy
tensor [3]. Specifically, (see for instance reference [3] and many references therein),
once the three sum rules above are imposed one deduces that the net zero-point energy
density and net zero-point pressure are given by the finite expression:
ρzpe = −pzpe = ~
64pi2
∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m4n ln(m2n/µ2∗). (1.2)
Historically, Pauli actually imposed a fourth sum rule∑
n
(−1)2Sngn m4n ln(m2n/µ2∗) = 0, (1.3)
in order to set the zero-point energy density exactly to zero — I shall argue that this
is unnecessary and unhelpful for current purposes, and we shall allow this quantity
to be nonzero. (Nonzero but in some sense small, since this quantity determines the
effective cosmological constant.) This fourth logarithmic-in-mass quantity is actually
independent of the arbitrary parameter µ∗ as long as one has already imposed the third
of the polynomial-in-mass conditions. (Various comments along somewhat similar lines
can be found in references [4–15].) In this current article I will assume the exact non-
perturbative validity of Pauli’s sum rules and use them to extract — in a largely model-
independent way — as much information as possible (both qualitative and quantitative)
regarding beyond-standard-model (BSM) physics.
2 Supertrace formulation of the Pauli sum rules
If desired one can rewrite the sum over the particle spectrum in Pauli’s sum rules as a
“supertrace”, ∑
n
(−1)2Sn gnXn = Str[X]. (2.1)
This is merely a book-keeping device, it is not per se an appeal to supersymmetry. (See
particularly reference [16] and the more recent extensive discussion in reference [3].
Any of the options of softly but explicitly broken supersymmetry, the known non-
supersymmetric UV-finite QFTs [17–22], or mis-aligned supersymmetry [23–26] can
be used to motivate introducing this book-keeping device.)
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Pauli’s three polynomial-in-mass sum rules would then be
Str[1] = 0; Str[m2] = 0; Str[m4] = 0. (2.2)
Furthermore the net zero-point energy density and net zero-point pressure are then:
ρzpe = −pzpe = ~
64pi2
Str[m4 ln(m2/µ2∗)]. (2.3)
This book-keeping device is nevertheless extremely useful in terms of simplifying the
calculations and the presentation in the discussion below.
3 Standard model particle spectrum
Let us now divide the particle physics spectrum into standard model (SM) and beyond
standard model (BSM) sectors. Pauli’s three sum rules can then be rewritten as:
StrBSM [1] = NBSM = −StrSM [1]; (3.1)
StrBSM [m
2] = (M2)
2 = −StrSM [m2]; (3.2)
StrBSM [m
4] = (M4)
4 = −StrSM [m4]. (3.3)
Now the standard model particles are by definition “known”, and we now have quite
good estimates for their masses. Relevant data (from the PDG, pdg.lanl.gov [27]) is
presented in Table 1. In that table d = (−1)2Sg, while mˆ = m/mH is the dimensionless
mass (in terms of the Higgs mass). Note that I treat neutrinos as Dirac particles with
both left-handed and right-handed components, this being the minimalist extension of
the original standard model to include neutrino masses.
From Table 1 is clear that within the SM sector, the three quantities StrSM [mˆ
2],
StrSM [mˆ
4], and StrSM [mˆ
4 ln mˆ2] are utterly dominated by the top quark — with the
top quark accounting for some 80% to 95% of the SM effect. This happens for two
reasons, first the top quark is simply the heaviest SM particle, and secondly the degen-
eracy factor for quarks (g = 12) is so high. Even if one looks slightly beyond the top
quark itself, between them the Higgs, Z0, W±, and the top quark are the only particles
making any appreciable contribution to these quantities from within the SM sector.
We note
NBSM = 68; M2 = 4.240 mH ; M4 = 2.536 mH . (3.4)
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Table 1. Particle masses in the standard model of particle physics.
particle d mass/GeV mˆ = m/mH d× mˆ2 d× mˆ4 d× mˆ4 ln(mˆ2)
Higgs +1 125.02 1 1 1 0
Z0 +3 91.1876 0.729384099 1.59600349 0.849075713 −0.535859836
W± +6 80.385 0.642977124 2.480517489 1.025494502 −0.905811363
top −12 173.21 1.385458327 −23.0339373 −44.21352229 −28.82995836
bottom −12 4.66 0.037274036 −0.016672245 −2.31636−05 0.000152392
charm −12 1.27 0.010158375 −0.001238311 −1.27784−07 1.17292−06
strange −12 0.096 0.000767877 −7.07562−06 −4.17204−12 5.98427−11
up −12 0.0022 1.75972−05 −3.71593−09 −1.15068−18 2.51947−17
down −12 0.0047 0.000037594 −1.69597−08 −2.39693−17 4.8843−16
gluons +16 0 0 0 0 0
tau −4 1.77686 0.014212606 −0.000807993 −1.63213−07 1.38849−06
muon −4 0.105658375 0.000845132 −2.85699−06 −2.0406−12 2.88786−11
electron −4 0.000510999 4.08734−06 −6.68253−11 −1.11641−21 2.77039−20
neutrinos −12 0.000000002 1.59974−11 −3.07102−21 −7.85929−43 3.90742−41
photon +2 0 0 0 0 0
StrSM [X] −68 7 7 −17.97614482 −41.33897553 −30.27147461
Explanation: Calculations of StrSM [1], StrSM [mˆ
2], StrSM [mˆ
4], and StrSM [mˆ
4 ln mˆ2],
working in the SM sector after spontaneous electro-weak symmetry breaking.
In particular, assuming validity of the first Pauli constraint, one immediately sees that
while the SM is fermi dominated the BSM sector is boson dominated — there are at
least 68 bosonic degrees of freedom in the BSM sector. Furthermore the m2 and m4
BSM contributions to the sum rules, which determine M2 and M4, also indicate that
the BSM spectrum is boson dominated. Indeed we can to some extent quantify this
observation by writing:
trboseBSM [1] = NBSM + tr
fermi
BSM [1] ≥ NBSM ; (3.5)
trboseBSM [m
2] = (M2)
2 + trfermiBSM [m
2] ≥ (M2)2; (3.6)
trboseBSM [m
4] = (M4)
2 + trfermiBSM [m
4] ≥ (M4)2. (3.7)
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4 Cosmological constant
Now define two energy scales, µSM and µBSM , characteristic of the SM and BSM
particle spectra, by setting
StrSM [m
4 ln(m2/µ2SM)] = 0; StrBSM [m
4 ln(m2/µ2BSM)] = 0. (4.1)
Then
µ2SM = m
2
H exp
(
StrSM [mˆ
4 ln mˆ2]
StrSM [mˆ4]
)
= 2.080 m2H = (1.442)
2 m2H . (4.2)
Unfortunately we have no similar result for µBSM ; while we know (assuming the sec-
ond ant third Pauli constraints) both StrBSM [m
2] and StrBSM [m
4], we do not (at this
stage) have any information regarding StrBSM [m
4 ln(m2/µ2∗)] — this aspect of the BSM
spectrum is, (at this stage), not all that tightly constrained.
However we do know that the cosmological constant can be estimated by [3]
ρcc = ρzpe = −pzpe = − ~
64pi2
{
StrSM [m
4]
}
ln
(
µ2BSM
µ2SM
)
= 0.06545 ~ m4H ln
(
µ2BSM
µ2SM
)
= (0.50580)4 ~ m4H ln
(
µ2BSM
µ2SM
)
. (4.3)
Here µBSM is the only place that unknown BSM physics now enters, and only as a
single parameter, into the cosmological constant.
At least the energy scale for the cosmological constant is not off by the extremely
naive factor 10123; it is now more like 1055. Roughly speaking, the ρcc ∼ O(M4Planck)
guesstimate has been replaced by a ρcc ∼ O(m4Higgs) estimate. It is important to realise
that it is not supersymmetry that is responsible for this vast reduction in scale, it is the
much more basic symmetry of Lorentz invariance for the zero-point stress-energy [3].
The observational data regarding the cosmological constant now suggests
0 . ln
(
µ2BSM
µ2SM
)
. 10−55. (4.4)
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It is probably best to interpret this as an extremely tight observational (rather than
theoretical) constraint on the BSM spectrum. Equivalently
0 . StrSM [mˆ4 ln(mˆ2)] + StrBSM [mˆ4 ln(mˆ2)] . 10−55, (4.5)
while each of these terms individually is of order ±30. In this regard it is perhaps
worth noting that numbers of the magnitude 10−55 do quite naturally show up if one
considers non-perturbative SM effects — indeed non-perturbative effects are typically
of order e−1/α and when α is evaluated at the electro-weak scale α ≈ 1/128 and one
has e−1/α ≈ e−128 ≈ 2.6 × 10−56. This might only be a coincidence, but the similarity
in magnitudes is certainly suggestive.
5 Standard model before spontaneous electro-weak symmetry
breaking
Let us now consider the SM before undergoing spontaneous electro-weak symmetry
breaking. In the unbroken phase almost all of the SM particles are massless, except for
the Higgs which has negative (mass)2. The Z0 and W± merge into a SU(2) triplet W ,
and the leptons de-merge into three left-handed doublets (g = 2× 2× 3 = 12), plus six
right-handed singlets (g = 2 × 6 = 12). Again I set d = (−1)2Sg. Note that I include
3 right-handed singlets for the tau, muon and electron, and 3 right-handed singlets for
the neutrinos, this being the minimalist extension of the original standard model to
include neutrino masses. The situation is summarized in Table 2.
• Note that in the standard model sector StrSM [1] = −68 is unchanged, as it should
be. (Spontaneous electro-weak symmetry breaking merely moves bosonic and
fermionic modes around, it does not create or destroy modes.) So StrBSM [1]
= +68 as previously. The BSM sector contains at least 68 bosonic degrees of
freedom.
• Note that StrSM [m2] = −4m2H and StrSM [m4] = +4m4H are both changed com-
pared to the broken phase. This is not unexpected, and actually gives us ex-
tremely useful information: Enforcing Pauli’s sum rules, this implies that both
StrBSM [m
2] and StrBSM [m
4] must change during spontaneous electro-weak sym-
metry breaking, which in turn implies that at least part of the BSM spectrum
must be sensitive to the onset of spontaneous electro-weak symmetry breaking,
and so at least part of the BSM spectrum must couple to the Higgs. (So at least
part of the BSM spectrum must be “not entirely dark”, though it might couple
only weakly to the SM sector.)
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Table 2. Standard model before electro-weak symmetry breaking.
particle d (mass/GeV) mˆ = m/mH d× mˆ2 d× mˆ4 d× mˆ4 ln |mˆ2|
Higgs +4 (125.02)i i −4 +4 0
W +6 0 0 0 0 0
top −12 0 0 0 0 0
bottom −12 0 0 0 0 0
charm −12 0 0 0 0 0
strange −12 0 0 0 0 0
up −12 0 0 0 0 0
down −12 0 0 0 0 0
gluons +16 0 0 0 0 0
(leptons)L −12 0 0 0 0 0
(leptons)R −12 0 0 0 0 0
hyper-photon +2 0 0 0 0 0
StrSM [X] −68 7 7 −4 +4 0
Explanation: Values of Str[1], Str[mˆ2], Str[mˆ4], and Str[mˆ4 ln mˆ2] in the SM sector
before electro-weak symmetry breaking.
Furthermore, before spontaneous electro-weak symmetry breaking we deduce that the
BSM spectrum must satisfy:
StrBSM [1] = +68; StrBSM [m
2] = 4m2H ; StrBSM [m
4] = −4m4H . (5.1)
The BSM sector is (still) boson dominated as it should be, but now, since we know
that both StrBSM [m
2] > 0 and StrBSM [m
4] < 0 in the unbroken phase, we can deduce
that there must be at least one fermion in the BSM spectrum. Therefore there must
be at least 69 bosonic degrees of freedom in the BSM sector.
6 Discussion
The current observational situation regarding the usual places to look for BSM physics
is rather bleak. The theoretically attractive versions of supersymmetry, technicolor,
preons, large extra dimensions, strong gravity, etcetera, are increasingly being confined
to small regions of parameter space — many might argue, to unnaturally small and
undesirable regions of parameter space. With a lack of any direct observational evidence
in favour of BSM physics, it becomes more critical to assess indirect evidence in favour
of BSM physics.
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The Pauli sum rules, being based on basic symmetry principles (Lorentz invariance of
the zero-point stress-energy tensor), and highly desirable phenomenology (finiteness of
the zero-point stress energy tensor), are arguably a minimalist starting point. As we
have seen above, if we assume the Pauli sum rules as a minimalist starting point, then
we can at least make some qualitative observations:
• There must be BSM physics.
• The BSM sector must be boson dominated.
• Parts of the BSM sector must couple to the Higgs.
While these deductions may appear weak, they are based on truly minimalist and
physically well-motivated input: Lorentz invariance and/or finiteness of the zero-point
stress-energy tensor. It is fascinating to see how Pauli’s 67 year old observations from
1951 still resonate in the modern era.
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